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Quick Links. Table of Contents. Kawasaki teryxtm recreation utility vehicle product manual 6
pages. Page 5 All rights reserved. Use proper tools and genuine Kawasaki Vehi- cle parts. Model
Identification General Specifications Unit Conversion Table To facilitate actual operations,
notes, illustra- tions, photographs, cautions, and detailed descriptions have been included in
each chapter wherever necessary. Gaskets, O-rings, Oil seals, Grease seals, circlips, cotter pins
or self-locking nuts must be replaced with new ones whenever disassembled. Then tighten
them according to the specified se- quence to prevent case warpage or deformation which can
lead to malfunction. Be sure to maintain proper alignment and use smooth movements when
installing. Ball Bearing and Needle Bearing Do not remove pressed ball or needle unless
removal is absolutely necessary. Lubri- cation points are called out throughout this manual,
apply the specific oil or grease as specified. Direction of Engine Rotation When rotating the
crankshaft by hand, the free play amount of rotating direction will affect the adjustment. Overall
Width 1 mm Overall Height 1 mm Wheelbase 1 mm Position Adjustment The initial maintenance
is vitally important and must not be neglected. Use this table for only the bolts and nuts which
do not require a specific torque value. All of the values are for use with dry solvent-cleaned
threads. If the throttle lever does not return properly, check the throttle cable routing, lever free
play, and for possible ca- ble damage. If handlebar movement changes the idle speed, the throttle cable may be improperly adjusted incorrectly routed, or damaged. If the fuel hose is frayed,
cranked, or bulged, replace the fuel hose. More frequent inspection is necessary if the vehicle is
subjected to hard usage. If any measurements exceed 0. If the belt deflection is more than 27
mm 1. If there are obstructions to air flow, remove them. If the corrugated fins are deformed,
carefully straighten them with the blade of a thin screw driver. If the tire is cut or cracked,
replace it. To ensure correct performance and durability, use only the recommended oils. The
front final gear case uses engine oil; the same oil you use in the engine. Then stop the vehicle.
Pad Lining Thickness Standard: 4. Service Limit: 1 mm 0. If the lining thickness of either pad is
less than the service limit [B], replace both pads in the caliper as a set. And then install the
reservoir cap. If necessary, bleed the air from the brake line see Brake Line Air Bleeding section
in Brakes chapter. If the steering action is not smooth, or if the steering binds or catches before
the stop, lubricate the steering stem bearing. The brake light should go on after about 10 mm 0.
If it does not, adjust the brake light switch [A] up or down. If cable movement is not free after
lubricating, if the cable is frayed [B], or if the cable housing is kinked [C], replace the cable.
Also, check to see that each cotter pin is in place and in good condition. Fuel System
Cleanliness Specifications Carburetor Removal Carburetor Installation Carburetor Assembly
Turn the throttle limiter screw [A] until it is spaced about 1 mm 0. Remove as many rubber or
plastic parts from the carburetor as possible before cleaning the carbure- tor with a cleaning
solution. If any of the diaphragm or O-rings are not in good condi- tion, replace them. Turn the
ignition switch OFF. If the filter screens have any breaks or are deteriorated, it may allow dirt to
reach the carburetor, causing poor run- ning. Valve Clearance Inspection.. Valve Clearance
Adjustment.. Rocker Arm Inside Diameter Rocker Shaft Diameter Camshaft Cam Height Cylinder
Inside Diameter Piston Diameter 0. The push rod does not return to its original position once it
moves out to take up camshaft chain slack. Observe all the rules listed below: When removing
the tensioner, do not take out the mounting bolts only halfway. Page Camshaft Bearing
Inspection If the bearing is noisy, does not spin smoothly, or has any rough stops, replace it.
This allows some of the com- pression pressure to escape, making it easy to turn over the
engine during starting. Problem Diagnosis Remedy Action Cylinder compression is Carbon
accumulation on piston, Remove the carbon deposits higher than usable range cylinder head,
and in combustion and replace damaged parts if necessary. If the valve head seating area is
warped, replace the valve. If the valve head seating area is eroded or nicked, it may be possible
to repair the valve on a valve refacing ma- chine. Exhaust 0. Cutter angle [B] If the outside
diameter of the seating surface is within the specified range, measure the seat width as
described be- low. If necessary, tap lightly around the base of the cylin- der with a plastic mallet,
taking care not to damage the cylinder. Spread the rail open with your thumbs. The oversize
piston requires oversize rings. Oversize Piston and Rings: 0. Piston Ring Groove Width
Standard: 1. Forest Service. It must be prop- erly maintained to ensure its efficiency. In
accordance with the Periodic Maintenance Chart, clean the spark arrester. If there are signs of
leakage around the exhaust pipe gas- ket, it should be replaced. Special Tools Torque Converter
Torque Converter Cover Removal Torque Converter Cover Installation Lh: Left-hand Threads M:
Apply molybdenum disulfide grease. M: Apply molybdenum disulfide grease. The pulleys of the
belt drive torque converter are precision balanced components de- signed to operate within
certain rpm limits. Cover Bushing Inside Diameter [A] Standard: Service Limit: If the sheave
bushing is damaged or worn, replace it. If the washers [C] are damaged or worn, replace the spider. If the spring is worn or damaged, replace the spring. Spring Free Length [A] Standard: 60

mm 2. Spider Shoe Side Clearance Adjustment Arrow Mark [D] If the clearance is not within the
specified range, adjust it according to following chart. Sheave Bushing Inside Diameter Recoil
Starter Recoil Starter Removal Recoil Starter Installation Recoil Starter Inspection Special Tools
and Sealant Engine Oil Flow Chart Engine Oil and Oil Filter Oil Level Inspection Engine Oil
Change Oil Filter Change Oil Screen Removal Oil Screen Cleaning Oil Hose Input Shaft 2. Oil
Pipe Crankshaft 3. Oil Screen Oil Nozzle 4. Oil Pump Rocker Shaft 5. Relief Valve Camshaft 6.
Check the oil level before each use and change the oil and filter according to the periodic
maintenance chart. The oil cooler fan is connected directly to the bat- tery and may start even if
the ignition switch is off. Do not touch the oil cooler fan until it has been dis- connected from
the battery. Engine Removal Engine Installation Crankcase Disassembly Crankcase Assembly
Clearance 0. If the seizure was less severe, disassemble the crank- shaft and replace the
crankpin, needle bearing, and con- necting rod. If the fork is bent, replace the shift rod with a
new one. A bent fork could cause difficulty in shifting, or allow the transmission to jump out of
gear when under power. Driven Shaft Drive Low Gear 20T 2. Spacer Reverse Idle Shaft 3.
Reverse Gear 12T Reverse Driven Gear 16T 4. Reverse Driven Output Gear 16T 5. Removal may
damage them. W: Apply water or soap and water solution. When there is toe-in, the distance A
Rear is the greater than B Front as shown. The purpose of toe-in is to prevent the front wheels
from getting out of parallel at any time, and to prevent any slip- ping or scuffing action between
the tires and the ground. Now the front wheels are parallel to each other and to the center line of
the vehicle. Do not reuse the air valve. This helps the tire beads slip off the rim flanges. Page
Tire Inspection Deflate the tire to the specified pressure. Check the tire pressure using an air
pressure gauge. Tire Air Pressure when cold Front: 35 kPa 0. When replacing any one of the
backlash-related parts, be sure to check and adjust the backlash and tooth contact. Ball
Bearings 2. Drive Bevel Gear Shims 3. Output Drive Bevel Gear 4. Bearing Housings 5. Output
Driven Bevel Gear 6. Output Driven Shaft 7. Repeat in 0. Replace the bevel gears as a set if
either gear is dam- aged. Outside Diameter of Band: They must be re- placed as a set. Pinion
Gear Shim s 2. Ring Gear Right Shim s 3. Ring Gear Left Shim s 4. The drive pattern can be a
little closer to the toe and the coast pattern can be a somewhat longer and closer to the toe. If
the axle is damaged or bent, replace it. Special Tool - Oil Seal Driver, Pinion Gear 5. Ring Gear 2.
Pinion Gear Bearing Holder 6. Pinion Gear Shim s 3. Gear Case Right Cover 7. Ring Gear Shim s
4. Ball Bearings Gr: Apply grease. Disc Thickness 3 mm 0. Disc Runout Never reuse old brake
fluid. Do not use fluid from a container that has been left unsealed or that has been open for a
long time. NOTICE Except for the disc pads and disc, use only disc brake fluid, isopropyl
alcohol, or ethyl alcohol for cleaning brake parts. Take care that neither the cylinder nor the
piston skirt gets scratched. Oil on a disc must be cleaned off with an oilless cleaning fluid such
as trichloroethylene or acetone. Before a rear shock absorber is scrapped, drill a hole at a point
about 15 mm 0. Do not loosen the locknuts [C] at the end of the tie-rod adjusting sleeve, or the
toe-in of the front wheels will be changed. If the steering stem is bent, replace the steering stem.
If the seal is torn or is leaking, replace the bearing. Learn and ob- serve all the rules below. This
will burn out the diodes in the electrical parts. Speedometer other than US Model 7. If any wiring
is defective, replace the damaged wiring. If the connector is corroded or dirty, clean it carefully.
Keep the battery away from sparks and open flames during charging. When using a battery
charger, connect the battery to the charger before turning on the charger. DANGER Batteries
produce an explosive gas mixture of hy- drogen and oxygen that can cause serious injury and
burns if ignited. If there does not appear to be enough sediment in a cell to short the plates, but
that cell has a very low specific gravity after the battery is fully charged, the trouble may be that
there is not enough acid in that one cell. A short or open in one of the coil wires will result in
either a low output, or no output at all. A loss in rotor magnetism, which may be caused by
dropping or hitting the alternator, by leaving it near an electromag- netic field, or just by aging,
will result in low output. Ignition Switch 2. Alternator 3. Battery 5. Main Fuse 30 A 6. Do not
touch the spark plug, ignition coil or spark plug lead while the engine is running, or you could
receive a severe electrical shock. NOTICE Do not disconnect the battery leads or any other
electrical connections when the ignition switch is on, or while the engine is running. Crankshaft
Sensor Peak Voltage Standard: 3. Main Fuse 30 A 2. Actuator Controller 9. Ignition Coil Spark
Plug 3. Engine Stop Switch 4. Drive Belt Failure Detecting Switch Crankshaft Sensor Ignition
Coil 3. Engine Stop Switch Spark Plug 4. Crankshaft Sensor 5. If the relay does not work as
specified, the relay is defec- tive. Replace the relay. Engine Stop Switch 2. Starter Button 3.
Front Brake Light Switch 4. Parking Brake Light Switch 5. Rear Brake Light Switch 6. Starter
Circuit Relay Brake 7. Neutral Switch 8. Starter Circuit Relay Neutral 9. If the limiter has wear,
discoloration, or other damage, replace it as a unit. Reverse Switch Parking Brake Light 2.
Headlight Left 8. Neutral Switch Switch Rear Brake Light Switch 3. Headlight Right 9. Oil
Pressure Switch 4. Speedometer except US Model 2. Speed Sensor 3. Ignition Switch 4. Main

Fuse 30 A 5. The belt warning light will activate every key-on hours, or sooner if the belt
becomes damaged or fails. LED Indicator 2. Reset Connector 5. Battery 6. Ignition Switch 7.
Drive Belt Failure Detecting Switch 8. Igniter 9. LED Indicator 9. Battery BELT Main Fuse 30 A 3.
LED Indicator 8. Battery 3. Drive Belt Failure Detecting Switch 4. Actuator Controller 2. Igniter 8.
Engine Brake Actuator 3. Drive Belt Failure Detecting Switch 9. Speed Sensor Fuse 5 A Make
sure replace the torque converter cover see Converter System chapter. Igniter 3. Ignition Coil 4.
It adjusted is meant simply as a rough guide to assist Pilot jet or air passage clogged the
troubleshooting for some of the more Air cleaner clogged, poorly sealed, or miss Brake Cable 8.
Left Switch Housing 9. Choke Cable Brake Hose Band 7. Seat Latch 2. Cover 8. Cover for US
Model, 3. Cover 4. Oil Cooler Fan Fuse 20 A Fold the cover. Rear Brake Lever 5. Cable Adjuster
2. Parking Brake Lock Lever 6. Handle Holder Clamp 3. Variable Differential Control Lever 7.
Variable Differential Operating Lever 4. Variable Differential Control Cable Band 2. Do not
interfere the actuator lead 3. Oil Cooler 7. Fix oil pressure switch lead with clamp. Oil Pipe Joint
Nut 8. Clamp 3. Oil Screen 9. Grommets 4. Oil Pressure Switch Oil Cooler Mounting Bolt 5. Oil
Hose Banjo Bolts Mark 8. Engine Breather Hose 2. Align the duct groove with the mark on the 9.
Starter Motor carburetor. Carburetor Drain Tube 3. Carburetor Holder Run the carburetor drain
tube between 4. Fuse 6. Right Headlight Lead 2. Left Headlight Lead 3. Main Harness 8. Rotate
head of band forward to prevent 4. White Mark 7. Igniter 2. Band 8. Carburetor Heater Leads 9.
Rear Brake Cable 4. Clamp on Torque Converter Cover Brake Pedal Light Switch 5. Frame
Ground Lead Speed Sensor Connector 6. Brake Cable Rear 4. Brake Cable Parking 5. Torque
Converter Cover Intake Duct 6. Band 9. Accessory Fuse 10 A 2. Air Temperature Sensor 4. Front
Side 5. Clamp Battery Vent Hose Band Starter Circuit Relay Brake 4. Starter Motor Starter Circuit
Relay Neutral 5. Battery Actuator Controller 6. Variable Differential Control Cable 2. Throttle
Cable 3. Front Brake Hose 4. Choke Cable 5. Rear Parking Brake Cable 6. Print page 1 Print
document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Welcome to over posts and to over 50 articles
on amplifiers, tube-based preamps, crossovers, headphone amplifiers, single-ended amplifiers,
push-pull amplifiers, Circlotron circuit design, hybrid amplifiers, cascode circuits, White
cathode followers, grounded-cathode amplifiers, tube series regulators and shunt regulators,
the Aikido amplifier, tranformer coupling, DACs and tubes â€” and hundreds of vacuum tube
circuits that use 6SN7s to B s, all explained in careful detail. Blog Posts on GlassWare
Products. Well, that is not what I did. Why not? So, instead I created a 12Vac power supply that
delivers a regulated PS High-Voltage Power Supply The PS makes building a tube power
amplifier much easier, as it provides three output voltages taps: one for the output tubes, one
for the driver stage, and one for the input stage Recently, low-voltage bipolar power supply kits
are all the rage, so I decided to reintroduce the design. Thus, the name change My existing two
other 12Vac designs are big hits, as the volt AC sidesteps the wise fear of high-voltage. The
most interesting part of the design is the on-broad power supply. How do you get Vdc out
12Vac? A voltage octupler circuit, which uses many rectifiers and capacitors to build up the raw
DC voltage of about Vdc Both PCBs are 3. New CCDA Mono Noval PCB In post , I wrote about
my urge to build a truly minimalist line-stage amplifier, which would take advantage of my PS
power supply that offers a regulated high-voltage and two entirely separate low-voltage outputs.
Friends and readers had been telling me for years that giving each channel its own heater
power supply improved the resulting sound Aikido Novel Stereo Rev. The most important
change is the return to the option of building an Aikido push-pull headphone amplifier In fact, it
holds two LV-Reg regulated power supplies. Well, sometimes, you need two. But more
importantly, this new PCB can be configured configured as a bipolar power supply for use with
solid-state circuits. The odd fact about three-pin IC voltage regulators is that no one makes a
great negative voltage regulator or, put differently, no one makes as good a negative regulator
as the LD is as a positive regulator. So, two positive regulators are used instead of the usual
negative-positive regulator paring. How is that possible? How do you get a negative regulator
out a positive one? Where the Unbalancer circuit accepts a balanced input signal and delivers
an unbalanced single-ended output, the Balancer converts an unbalanced input signal into a
balanced pair of output signals New Product: Atten-2 A stepped attenuator overcomes the
liabilities of the conventional potentiometer-based volume control Like the new Rev E. In
addition, each channel's heater power supply connections are separate. And the new PCB is
half an inch shorter Although the circuit remains the same, two Aikido gain stages with passive
RIAA equalization in between, I felt that the new boards were different enough from the PH-1 to
warrant a new name, PH Aikido Octal Stereo Rev. E A small divide exists in the world of tubes:
noval and octals. I know a few absolute partisans, who will not tolerate the other type of tubes.
Mostly, these are old guys who love octal tubes and view novals being a steppingstone to
transistors. In contrast, I have met many tube fanciers who have only owned noval-based audio

gear and have shied away from octals due the high prices of NOS 6SN7 tubes This new power
supply is quite similar to the old PS Aikido Noval Rev. New PS Kit for Tube Equipment: PS For
two decades now, I have been told by audiophiles whose ears I trust that giving each channel
its own separate heater power supply improves the sound, specifically, the stereo imaging. The
culprit might be the heater-to-cathode capacitance, which could provide a path for inter-channel
mixing of signals The Aikido 12Vac is one of my most popular kits. Two reasons: you power it
with a 12Vac wallwart and yet all the Aikido Mojo obtains. Well, my expectation is that this new
ACF 12Vac will prove even more popular. No gain. No gain, no pain. Most CD players and DACs
offer more than enough output to drive most amplifiers beyond full output and into square
waves. So why add extra gain? This is good news for me, as this is the power-supply that I use
most in my own projects, as it small, but powerful. That is a lot of juice It is now half an inch
shorter. I wanted the PCB to be able to fit in more enclosures. For example, the Hammond
extruded enclosure is 8. I have used this extruded box many times before, for example with my
12Vac Aikido PCB, as shown below I own many, say 30, old-school power transformers that
offer center-tapped high-voltage secondary and both 5Vac and 6. They languish. They just
aren't suited to modern tube circuits that use both solid-state rectifiers and regulated eater
power supplies. I started to write sister PCB, but the 5Y3 tube rectifier made me change my
mind. Sometimes a cigar is just a 5Y3, but not this time. Where the PS-Tube-SS was designed
for those who wish to build a tube power amplifier, the PS-Tube was designed for those who
wish to build a tube-based line stage or phono stageâ€”using a tube-rectifier-based power
supply Unbalancer Two Like the original Unbalancer, the Unbalancer-Two circuit accepts a
balanced input signal and delivers an unbalanced, single-ended output. Besides performing the
conversion from balanced to unbalanced, the circuit provides a little gain usually, about 1.
PS-Tube-SS It's a familiar problem: you would like to build a tube power amplifier, but you are
daunted by the thought of having to deal with the high-voltage power supply. Select-CM You
already know that the standard Select-C switch allows you to switch between output coupling
capacitorsâ€”in stereo. The new Select-CM allows you to do this in mono. In other words, this is
a special capacitor selector switch that is designed to work within dual-mono setups, either
line-stage or power amplifiers. Aikido Phono preamp, Rev. B The Aikido PH-1 returnsâ€”and
yes, it has been a long, long time. What is an Aikido PH-1? The Aikido PH-1 is an excellent
tube-based phono stage. It holds two Aikido gain stages per channel and uses a passive RIAA
equalization network in between the two. In other words, four Aikido gain stages reside on the
PCB. One Aikido PH-1board is all that is needed for stereo phono pre-amplification New
Three-Position Tilt Control Few stereo systems off a tone control and the few that do hold a
bass and treble control, which seldom prove adequate. Often a recording is not so much
deficient in just the lows or the highs, but out of sonic tilt in terms of frequency, much like a
photograph that is tilted The PS is a tad bit bigger, being 3. Where most of the increased PCB
space went to is the lager heatsinks. Either a 1. It uses an LM for the positive output and an LM
for the negative output. Stereo-Mute-Mono Switch Here is something that I have wanted for
myself for the longest time; its a rotary switch for phono playback that presents three positions:
mono, mute, and stereo It is an All-in-One due to it holding everything, including the power
transformer The Tr-PS-1 holds its own power transformer Tr-PS High-Voltage Power Supply
Power supplies, particularly high-voltage power supplies, are often the big stumbling block to a
successful completion of a tube-based audio project. The other half is getting the power
transformer. Well, with the new Tr-PS-2 power supply both problems are solved at once, as the
Tr-PS-2 holds its own power transformer Cathode-Coupled Amplifier I have been writing about
the cathode-coupled amplifier for a long time now and many have asked for a PCB based on
this circuit. Well, the wait is over. Back in blog number , I revealed a clever
cathode-coupled-amplifier variation that greatly enhanced the circuit's PSRR What another
power supply? Yes, indeed, as it fills a gap. The PS was designed for those who need a
high-voltage power supply with two sets of regulated low-voltage power supplies usually for
powering heaters. Why would anyone need two low-voltage regulators? More than you might
imagine Some just prefer the sound from octal tubes, such as the famous 6SN7, so its absence
was felt, myself included The boards are small, being only 4in by 4in, but pack quite a wallop
due to the large-valued capacitors used. Two RC-based pi filters smooth the bipolar DC outputs
New Select-5 Signal Selector Switch I have a new signal selector switch, the Select-5,
whichâ€”in spite of what its name seems to implyâ€”allows you select between four input
signals and four signal grounds So many have asked that I had to do it New Products What is
that in the image above? Cute ACF-2 Project My family face the same problem every Christmas:
What do you get the man who has everything but commonsense and taste? Quite a big problem
that. Well, I decided to give myself a stocking stuffer. I have been eager to try one of my 6in by
6in PCBs in a Hammond extruded aluminum enclosure. I have used this type of box many times

before, but never with so wide a PCB. Below is the result Every capacitor has its positive and
negative attributes. The problem we humans face is that we can readily hear commissions, but
fail to spot omissions Each channel gets its own large power supply RC filter, whose voltage
rating can be a low Vdc, perfect for high idle current applications, such as headphone
amplifiers; or, Vdc, perfect for line-amplifier use This will be welcome news to many
audiophiles, particularly for those who need to convert their DAC's balanced output to an
unbalanced output signal, as the Unbalancer can readily receive its balanced signal. If a
stand-alone DAC already holds unbalanced outputs, why should I bother using its balanced
outputs? The answer is that the balanced outputs are usually taken earlier in the circuitry chain,
which allows us to avoid having our delicate signal passing through anymore OpAmps In fact
the PCB is the same size, 6in by 6in. The reason behind this is that you are free to whichever
power supply you wish: tube rectification form some, regulated solid-state high-voltage for
others In other words, it is an add-on for an existing power supply. It could, however, be used
with a GlassWare Rectifier-1, which would create complete high-voltage power supply. This is a
simple affair: a small PCB 1. It is a passive design, which entails a -3dB insertion losses and
whose center frequency is Hz and its nominal input impedance is k Note the pattern: no more
All-in-One designs A very good question that deserves a very good answer. Well, here is the
thing: I have tried using 6DJ8 with 24Vdc and they sound so much worse than the 6GM8 tubes
in the same circuit that I would never recommend the pairing. Yes, yes, I know that their setups
my indeed sound much better than their previous solid-state or tube line stage. No more
All-in-One, in other words. Why no power supply portion? Simplest answer is that because no
one size fits all. Some want to use an external power supply, some want fully-regulated
high-voltage power supplies, some want many cascading RC filters and no regulation, some
want only solid-state rectifiers, some want only vacuum-tube rectifiers, some want DC on the
heaters, but no regulation, some want AC on the heaters Aikido Cascode The Aikido Cascode
amplifier is a compound circuit consisting of a cascode input stage amplifier and an Aikido
cathode follower output stage buffer. In a nutshell, the cascode circuit offers two huge features:
gain, lots of gain; and low, very low input capacitance; thus, it delivers high gain and wide
bandwidth Trim Position Stepped Attenuator The Trim-1 single-channel, stepped attenuator
offers 11 positions and can viewed as high-quality replacement for a potentiometer A-5 Stereo
Stepped Attenuator Amazing, just amazing. This stereo attenuator offers 36 volume settings,
but only holds two 6-position rotary switches and 24 resistors. This cleverly designed stepped
attenuator exploits both the series-attenuator and the shunt-attenuator configurations to yield
the best compromise between flexibility, performance, and cost I love this signal selector, as it
switches the grounds along with the signal hots On the other hand, most audio gear is wired
with all the input and output RCA jack grounds tied together at the rear panel by a long strip of
bus wire. In other words, you don't get to choose how to handle the ground connections, as the
descission has been made for you. In such a setup, the following selector swith can come in
handy, as it only switches right and left chanel hots. Moreover, the Select-4 allows up to six
input signal sources to be used Select-Phase Switch The following item has been available, but
I haven't made a big deal about it, so many do not know that it exists. I get a lot of e-mail asking
if I believe in phase. In other words, do I believe that we can hear the difference that phase
reversal makes? The 1-ohm resistor is a 4W device, so the maximum current output is 2A Mono
Position Balanced Stepped Attenuator Good news for the those audiophiles who run balanced
systems. The BM-1 is a new stepped attenuator that I have designed. It uses 24 resistors and
two rotary switches: one position, 1-pole, shorting switch; one 6-position, 2-pole, shorting
switch. The configuration is interesting, as it consists of a shunt stepped attenuator cascading
into two series stepped attenuators, one for each phase The M1 stepped attenuator combines
both series and ladder stepped attenuators into a single functional attenuator. The ladder
attenuator's job is to provide six fine steps of attenuation, each step being -1dB; the series
attenuator, eleven coarse steps of attenuation, each step being -6dB. The result is that 66
attenuation settings are possible. In other words, we can set the attenuation to any value from
0dB to dB in -1dB decrements PS-9 New Heater Power Supply Over the years, I have hard-wired
together the following circuit many times, as I often have used solid-state rectification in my
own tube power amplifiers and I didn't want the 5Vac rectifier winding to go to waste. The circuit
is a simple voltage doubler that converts the 5Vac into 12Vdc for the power amplifier's frontend
circuitry New Balanced Step Attenuator Like its unbalanced predecessor, this stepped
attenuator offers 36 steps of attenuation for two channels of signal. The center rotary switch
controls both channels and presents coarse decrements, while the two flanking switches afford
fine volume decrements for each channel I then made a few improvements to the PCB, so it is
now in Rev. I tested the new board by building a tube-based headphone amplifier, this time with
6N1P and 6H30 tubes. It sounds impressive. The bass is rock solid and it slams. I swear I can

feel the bass notes in my chest. The music comes out alive and forceful. On the other hand, my
octal equivalent sounds more mellow, in a radiant, glowing way, which is altogether beguiling. It
isn't sloppy by any means; it's just more yang than yin. I sold many PCBs and kits and I have
gotten great comments from users. I still listen to headphones with it and it sounds amazingly
good as a line-stage amplifier. Moreover, when a supply of a trendy tube grows small, two
things happen: obviously, the price goes up and, all too often, the quality goes down.
Diminished quality? One thing that I love about OpAmp circuits is being able to hook up two
9-volt batteries and run, with just a single bypass capacitor across the positive and negative
power supply pinsâ€”no lethal voltages and no heater power supply to worry about.
Low-voltage power supplies are a breeze The low-voltage regulator is meant to power the tube
heaters; the high-voltage power supply, the rest of the tube circuit But I decided that since octal
tubes seem more retro than 9-pin tubes and the Janus regulator is a pure-tube design that even
uses a tube rectifier, why not wed a Janus regulator to the Aikido stage instead? Tube Clock
Tube clock? Is it a piece of artwork, worthy of window display in exclusive art galleries? Or is it
the long-awaited analog replacement to the famed Tice digital clock? Or is it a chronometer of
exceptional precision? Or is a timepiece of uncanny beauty, suitable for adorning walls of
Beverly Hills mansions and Manhattan penthouses? Or is it something like a badge of affiliation
to an almost cult-like adoration of vacuum tubes? It is also my latest kit offering Now for
something completely different I have created small, 4 by 6 inch PCB that holds a low-voltage
bipolar regulated power supply for solid-state use. I have been experimenting with OpAmp
circuits lately and I needed a killer low-voltage, bipolar power supply I made the PCB half an
inch taller, which allowed a fatter heatsink to be used. In general, a fat, short heatsink is better
than a tall, skinny heatsink. The intrinsic thermal resistance of the metal is effectively placed in
parallel in a fat heatsink; in series, a tall heatsink. This chubby heatsink boasts a thermal
resistance of only 3. The selector switch assembly accepts three stereo inputs, with both the
hot and grounds of each signal source to be selected. So if a signal source, say a CD player, is
not selected, neither its outputs or grounds make any connection to the line-stage amplifier
Each voltage regulator also finds its own raw power supply, holding the all the rectifiers and
power-supply reservoir capacitors required for feeding each regulator its raw DC voltage. In
other words, except for the power transformer s , the PS-1 PCB holds all that is needed to make
a superb regulated power supply for tube-circuits At long last: the Aikido Phono Preamp This
Aikido phono preamp uses passive equalization, rather than active, feedback-based
equalization. The passive equalization network sits in between two Aikido gain stages Now the
attenuator will fit within a 1U rack-mount enclosure. Second, the TCJ stepped attenuator now
offers many more positions, a total of 66 steps with 1dB resolution, as the center switch now
presents 11 positions, rather than the old 6 positions. Third, and most importantly, the old
open-frame rotary switches have been replaced by Elma switches. Swiss-made, gold-heavy,
precisely-designed and exquisitely-made, Elma rotary switches are justly famous as the
gold-standard in switches. And like all things golden, they are obscenely expensive. But when
only the best will doâ€¦. Janus Shunt Regulator The feedforward shunt regulator only looks
forward, creating a counter noise signal to null the original power-supply-induced noise.
Unfortunately, it is blind to what develops on the other side of the series resistor. In contrast,
the feedback-based shunt regulator sees only the disturbance on the output side of the series
resistor. Now, what would happen if we wed the two approaches together? The attenuator is a
hybrid design that uses both series and ladder attenuators and three rotary switches to yield 36
positions of attenuation in -2dB decrements. In the first six positions, the attenuator is just a
ladder attenuator, with no more than two resistors in the signal path; thereafter, the attenuator
uses both a ladder and series attenuator configurations, with never more than eight resistors in
the signal path. With -2dB decrements, a maximum of dB of attenuation is accomplished. First
the good news: the rumored Aikido printed circuit boards do exist, and they are beautiful. They
look fabulous and feel solid in the hand. They are extra thick, 0. Subwoofer Ideas As a teenager,
I owned and built several subwoofers. Some were surprisingly good, which was primarily due to
their cabinets, robust and super-thick-walled, never less than 1. In addition, my brother and I
bought wood screws by the Great Gross a dozen gross, i. Single Subwoofers with Two
Amplifiers Since class-D stereo power amplifiers are both readily available and cheap, why not
use one in a powered subwoofer? We could double up on big 4-ohm woofers, so the
subwoofer's maximum SPL would increase by 6dB. Something less obvious might be to create
a bi-amped subwoofer, which would hold two woofers, say, a inch and an 8-inch driver
Subwoofers in the Corners I once saw an ad for a subwoofer that made the claim that the best
location for a subwoofer is the corner of the room. The ad claimed that the corner not only
permits the greatest coupling of the subwoofer to air, but ensures that the wave-front leaving
the subwoofer hits our ears first before its reflections arrive Differential Amplifiers and

Crossovers In post , we saw Richard Small's outline of an active four-way crossover that
cascaded three low-pass filters and then used three differential amplifiers to extract the top
three signal outputs Music Recommendation: Dreamers This was an easy recommendation to
make, as the album delivers both artistic content and sonic splendor. Thus, the album straddles
the two genres of Jazz and Classical Small on the topic of crossover design. I had only distant
and faint memories of this article, which was a dang tragedy, albeit a small tragedy, as his paper
could have saved me much recent mental effort Shifting Loudspeaker Crossovers Shifting is
fun. Well, what if loudspeaker crossovers allowed shifting? What would we shift? Two
possibilities are frequency and slope I found it at Amazon Music Service. Oh yeah, this is one
fine album. The recording is first-rate and Will Liverman's baritone singing is exemplary Is there
a compelling reason for not pursuing this? Regulators and Resistor Band-Aids Here is a topic
seldom seen: adding a power resistor to either a series or shunt regulator to soak up excess
dissipation Pure-Tube Shunt Regulator Many view solid-state and hybrid designs with disdain.
Indeed, many view indirectly heated cathodes as cheating. Well, we can build an all-tube
high-voltage shunt regulator. What all voltage regulators require is a voltage reference, a
negative feedback mechanism, and a pass device. Hybrid Shunt Regulator Hybrid designs hope
to realize the best of the two technologies: the vacuum tube's robustness in the face of
high-voltage and the solid-state device's low noise and high gain. In fact, I usually test with an
OpAmp that is both slow and cheap first; then, I progressively upgrade the OpAmp until I
encounter problems. I, too, had bought some badly warped LPs, mostly Jamaican reggae
imports, but I was sure he was exaggerating, as only one in twenty LPs was egregiously
warped, not the half he claimed. When I saw his cartridge and tonearm undergo seizures,
however, over the slightest departure from perfect flat, I understood what was going on
instantly. I pointed either he needed either a different cartridge or a different tonearm, as his
combination was completely incompatible, as high-compliance cartridges like his demanded
light tonearms, not massive ones like his. Of course, he thought I was completely wrong, crazy
wrong, as both cartridge and tonearm had gotten rave reviews I was hunting through my old
SPICE circuits for a certain phono stage and I found a circuit I created long ago that just too
interesting not to share. My goal in designing this phono stage was a relatively low plate
voltage, not rumble filtering. No totem-pole or cascode structures. No large valued plate resistor
values. The solution was found in the two-triode feedback pair, with each triode loaded by
constant-current source Music Recommendation: Totem No doubt many have discerned my
love of Euro Jazz, which often sounds like American Jazz infused with the European
classical-music tradition. Well, Italian bassist and composer Ferdinando Romano furthers
blurring the line that separates jazz from classical music in his album Totem Everyone says,
"Thank God is over. Since I have more posts to create, I have to get to work Hybrid HPA with
Howland Current Pump I ended my last post on a bi-amped amplifier with the observation that
electrodynamic planar loudspeakers and headphones, due to their ruler-flat impedance, would
make the best fit with a hybrid amplifier that used a conventional voltage-out amplifier, either a
tube-based or solid-state design, along with a solid-state Howland current pump circuit to
provide most of the current delivery What was missing was a bottom plate and four rubber feet.
No more. Since this SRPP hybrid headphone amplifier doesn't generate all that much heat
compared to my many other tube-based headphone amplifiers, one of which required a fan , I
decided not to perforate the bottom panel Transformer-Coupled MOSFET Output Stages After
writing about how class-D amplifiers could be built into a tube-based power amplifier in my last
post, I wondered about an alternative approach, one that exploited the existing high-voltage
power supply used by the tube-based output stage. In other words, rather than use two power
supplies, a high-voltage one for the tubes and a low-voltage one for the class-D amplifier, we
could use just the single high-voltage power supply with a MOSFET-based power amplifier This
is an album that those who don't like jazz will still like. I discovered it when Amazon Music
recommended it as being the sort of music I seem to like. They were right I was right, I
couldâ€”only because so much of it was already assembled. In the last post , we saw the
solid-state headphone amplifier that James had sent me Bi-Amped Amplifiers? We are going full
Gedankenexperiment, i. In other words, I can offer no absolute solution or design, only my
deliberations and reflections. By the way before we get started, let's review some history.
Although Albert Einstein made the word "Gedankenexperiment" deservedly famous, he wasn't
the first to use the word A sentence I never thought that I would write. Nothing sticks into your
ears, yet a big sound results. If I actually wore sunglasses, I might even think about buying
them. If you haven't heard them, you should give them a listen I called it in March! Dogs that do
not bark. Note that Africa, with a huge Chinese presence and the weakest health-care systems,
has gone relatively virus free. How's that possible? I remember seeing a map of the populations
with the highest amount of Neanderthal genes Music Recommendation: Grace We tend to use

up singers; I know that I have, so I am always on the search for new singers to hear. I had heard
of the 40 year-old singer Lizz Wright, but I had never heard her sing. This failing was righted
recently. Wow, really impressive. Her voice is often likened to Norah Jones'. Well, maybe, but I
don't hear it. To me, her powerful voice drips of spiritual s, gospel, church choirs, and the
South. Nina Simone would seem a better match than Jones. SRPP Harmonic Restoration Circuit
The world's favorite tube circuit finds a new application: harmonic restoration, the purposeful
introduction of harmonic distortion to enrich thin or odd-ordered tonality. Not all distortion
counts, only the right sort. For example, we won't accept any hum or buzz or hiss, only the
natural linear cascade of harmonics produced so famously by single-end and class-A, push-pull
amplifiers. The goal is to undo some of the thinning and washing-out effects of signal
processing More No-Gain, No Pain Just a few decades ago, high gain was considered a feature
in a line-stage amplifier, with tube-based line amplifiers routinely boasting as much as 30dB of
gain Today, however, most signal sources put out more than enough output signal to drive
most power amplifiers to full power output, as most power amplifiers require no more than 1Vpk
to achieve full output and most DACs put out 2Vpk. Thus, I have made my recommendation of
just 12dB worth of gain for most line-stage amplifiers The negative power-supply rail would
power both the DC servo and heat the triode's heater. I also envisioned making use of the
regulated Vdc power-supply rail voltage as a free voltage reference Having long ago exhausted
all his novels save for Ada , whose list of hundreds of Russian names seemed just too daunting
and his books of lectures and autobiography, I have been thirsting for more Vladimir Nabokov
for many years now. Amazon was kind enough to point out that a recent collection of his
uncollected essays, reviews, interviews, and letters to the editor was out, titled, Think, Write,
Speak As far as I know, this was where class-H amplifiers began. Cathode-follower operation
means several things: low distortion, low output impedance, and huge input signals How
cheap? The stereo amplifier runs off a 36V switcher power supply. In contrast, high-quality
loudspeaker crossover inductors and capacitors needed for a woofer crossover cost far more
More Passive Crossovers Loudspeaker crossovers not only divide frequencies, but they
themselves divide into several categories. The most obvious topological division is between
parallel and series crossovers Sadly, this was Svensson's last album prior to his death in a
diving accident in Class-G and Class-H Spies, Soviet spies in particular, were given to
interpretation, the analysis and appraisal of what their espionage uncovered. This habit drove
their controllers back in Moscow crazy My son recently asked who is the current best
Beethoven-piano interpreters. Although I made that post last February, my memory said it must
be years older. No doubt, many also feel as I do that this yearâ€”paradoxically enoughâ€”has
gone on forever and that it hasn't actually begun yet. As I looked the circuit over, I saw much
that needs updating If you run a square-wave or a tone burst through a 1st-order crossover,
then a square-wave or a tone burst comes out, due to the crossover's phase-flat output. The
only problem is getting away with it, as the 1st-order's attenuation slopes are relatively weak,
coming in at only -6dB per octave and dB per decade Four-Way 1st-Order Crossovers A four
driver loudspeaker offers an easy solution to the problem of sluggish woofers and frail
tweeters, as we can cascade the filters so both the woofer and tweeter see slopes that begin as
-6dB-per-octave then increase to dB-per-octave, while the two middle drivers see 1st-order
slopes throughout Five-Way Crossovers Yes, five-way loudspeakers are rare; but if we include
four-way loudspeakers that use a separate subwoofer, they are less rare. Many possible
arrangements come to mind. We could cascade entirely in favor of the tweeter or entirely in
favor of the wooferâ€”a choice between tweeter safety and midrange clarity. The arrangement
that appeals to me most is the one wherein both the woofer and tweeter receive cascaded
crossover slopes, while the remaining middle drivers all see 1st-order slopes throughout. Let's
start with no cascading crossover frequencies Six-Way Crossovers Five crossover frequencies
does seem excessive. In fact, although I am sure that six-way loudspeakers are made, I don't
remember seeing any. If we start at a low enough frequency, however, we can get five crossover
frequencies that seem to make sense. What tickles me about a six-way loudspeaker is all the
various possible crossover configurations A dang pity, as it is a fun listen. I have used thier
album, In Love , as a test CD since it came out. The test is interesting: I listen to solid-state
amplifiers try to produce an unanoying reproduction when playing it. Most fail. Some
spectatcularily so. In contrast, tube amplifers from the s have passed the test beautifully. About
35 years ago, he was kind enough to indulge my interrogation for over an hour, between the
talks he was giving at a high-end audio salon Here is the quick summery from Analog Devices
Yes, the primary will experience huge voltage swings, but as the output stage runs in strict
class-A, the average voltage drop equals the idle voltage drop IMC for Headphones A few
months ago, I received a request from a long-time reader, Dan, for an IMC impedance-multiplier
circuit for his Aikido-based headphone amplifier that was setup to drive ohm headphones. Dan

wanted to drive some lower-impedance headphones, such as the ohm types made by Grado and
others. He had seen the discrete-transistor design post and wondered if an OpAmp could not be
used instead I wondered if Amazon Music HD streaming service offered any of them, although I
was fairly confident that they wouldn't. I was, happily, wrong. Sidewinder Hybrid Power
Amplifier I was going through a box filled with old and odd loose sheets of paper. Most of it was
old advertising material, the type that used to be mailed out to those in the electronics industry.
For most of my life, I had a love, hate, hate, hate relationship with junk mail, as I enjoyed getting
about a fourth of it. I like reading white-papers on new IC designs; and fat catalogs filled with
electronic components were even more interesting to me than the occasional Victoria Secret
flyer. In the foot-tall pile, I found a Xerox i. Polarized 4th-Order Crossover In my last post, we
saw how to polarize the capacitors in a speaker's crossover. I showed 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order
crossovers, but failed to show a polarized 4th-order crossover First of all, the LR crossover
alignment only applies to even-order crossovers; thus, there are no 1st or 3rd order LR
crossovers. The 4th-order LR crossover functions much like the 2nd-order LR crossover, as
both drivers are down -6dB at the crossover frequency, so they sum to unity; it differs in that it
requires that both drivers are in phase Each brought his or her own signature to playing the
cello. For example, Mischa Maisky is the cellist that can beat up your cellist, as he can thunder
when needed Loudspeaker Crossovers with Polarized Capacitors Two events prompted to write
on this topic.. Yes, I know it sounds like voodoo, but it is consistent voodoo. In addition, super
expensive loudspeakers often hold a hidden battery pack or connection to a power supply, the
latter often being used to power the built-in subwoofer Crowhurst Phase Splitter In the last post,
we saw the article that Norman Crowhurst had written for audiocraft magazine in the s. I thought
that his careful explication of how each part value was derived was worth reading, as many
falsely imagine that the values are either entirely arbitrary or are revealed only by inspiration. Of
course, the truth is that an underlying logic dictates the part values Paraphase Phase Splitter
While on the topic of the paraphase phase splitters, we should quickly look at the more
conventional paraphase circuit. I experimented with this phase splitter early on and quickly
abandoned it, as it suffered from poor balance between outputs, differing frequency
bandwidths, and poor PSRR The switch is a three-position toggle with an on-off-on structure. In
the middle position, the off position, the amplifier sees a 1st-order Hz high-pass filter, which
proves useful with subwoofers. In the up position, the amplifier sees a DC connection to the
signal source, allowing full bandwidth output. And in the down position, the amplifier is muted,
which allows us to switch interconnects or line-stage amplifiers without having to shut-down
the power amplifier Well, her new album, Blackbirds , is similar in that she eschews the Great
American Songbook, preferring to reinterpret songs from the 50s and 60s, including classic
rock songs Chapetta's OTL Ever since writing on the topic of two-stage amplifiers in post , a
distant memory of an OTL amplifier made from two independent amplifier stages in cascade
haunted my mind. I remembered seeing it in a foreign magazine, probably an Italian or German
audio magazine. Well, finding the magazine proved difficult, but I finally located it. Crowhurst In
my quest for tube-related clipart in old electronics magazines, I found the following interesting
article by the great Norman Crowhurst in an audiocraft magazine, October issue from His
design incorporates two negative feedback loops between the driver stage and the output
tubes' plates, along with a global negative feedback loop that includes the output transformer's
secondary Aikido Mojo Push-Pull Frontend In the previous post on transformer-coupled
circlotrons, I pointed out that making such an amplifier made more sense today than it did 70
years ago, as high-voltage, soft-recovery solid-state rectifiers are now available and as
electrolytic capacitors are far superior to even the same capacitor from 20 years ago Frontend
with Cathode-Driven Phase Splitter While I pondered possible frontends to the
transformer-coupled circlotron, I remembered my cathode-driven phase splitter design from
post The idea behind this phase splitter is that we deliver two input signals to a differential
amplifier: one for the input triode's grid and one for the tied cathodes, the latter being half the
former's magnitude Hybrid Cross-Coupled Amplifier I recently received an email from a reader,
Kurt, who questioned the performance of a cross-coupled design from post I found what I was
looking for and I found an interesting circuit that I didn't include in that post As I have been
pointing out for over two decades now, the SPICE models of triodes are all fundamentally
flawed, as they treat the triode as a variable current source, when in fact it is a variable
resistance Hybrid Grounded-Grid Gain Stage The grounded-grid amplifier differs from a
grounded-cathode amplifier in that we drive the cathode, not the grid, which is grounded. The
result is the input impedance is low, not high; the input signal is not phase inverted at the
output, not inverted. In addition, the grid shields the cathode from Miller-effect capacitance,
which results in a vastly improved high-frequency bandwidth. The downside to the
grounded-grid amplifier is that its input is not at ground potential and its input impedance is

low, which throws a wrench into the volume control's audio taper. Insane-Gain Hybrid
Grounded-Grid Amplifier Now that we have gotten use to the variations on the hybrid
grounded-grid amplifier, we can move on to the insane-gain version. Actually, the circuit is not
exactly a grounded-grid amplifier, as the grid does see the input signal, albeit in an inverted and
amplified form I stumbled on his album, South America , at Amazon Music. I sought background
music, so I pressed play. I had no expectations, but just a few minutes in, I was sold. This was
something special. Alternative Transformer-Coupled Output Stages Fasten your mental
seatbelts, as things are not nearly as simple as you might imagine. We are all so used to the
conventional transformer-coupled push-pull output stage that we cannot recognize what an odd
bird it is. For example, only in a push-pull class-A amplifier, which is astoundingly rare in spite
of what glossy ads proclaim, do its output tubes see a constant load impedance; otherwise, the
load impedance varies depending on whether both tubes are turned on or one is cutoff The
same output transformer can be used in either topologies with the same output power. The big
difference in performance is that the cathode-follower output stage distortion and output
impedance will be far lower. The price we pay for these enhanced attributes is a huge input
signal is needed, as in hundreds of volts of input signal Transformer-Coupled Circlotrons The
original circlotron circuit held an output transformer and two floating power supplies per
channel; which was enough of a pain in the days of mono, but with the advent of stereo, the
notion of a stereo power amplifier that required at least four tube rectifiers failed to
appealâ€”big time. In addition, we can use full-wave-bridge rectifier circuits that do not require a
center-tap on the power transformer secondary. Moreover, today's power-supply reservoir
capacitors are staggeringly superior those used 70 years ago. In short, a transformer-coupled
circlotron makes more sense today than it did back in the s Much like the two-transformer
version, the two-choke version uses the chokes ability to freely pass DC current and offer high
impedance to AC signals Upon first hearing it, I thought, "Wow, this is the LP they should play
in stereo stores to show off their equipment. Well, I just noticed that Amazon Music offers this
classic album in bit, 96kHz format. Others will delight in the humor and puns for which Waits is
famous Tubes glow. Tubes are forgiving. Tubes are intrinsically interesting. Tubes are
anachronistic, yet persistently cool Dynaco Low-Power Design I have been hunting old
schematics for designs that easily allowed their altering to accept a balanced input signal and
that contained a negative feedback loop. Ideally, we want to replace the shared ohm cathode
resistor in the input stage with a constant-current source or a large-valued resistor, so we can
apply the negative feedback to the other 12AX7's grid Balancing the Eico HF87 I remember
when Eico power amplifiers were easily found at flea markets and garage sales. Back in , Stu
Hegeman departed from all previous tube amplifiers by using video pentodes rather than the
usual triodes, such as the 6SN7 and 12AX7, in the input stage and phase splitter Circlotron
Output Stages It's been a while since I have posted anything on the circlotron topology. We
certainly could build a two-amplifier cascade power amplifier using the circlotron as the output
stage. Over the last two decades, I have come up with some amazing circlotron variations; for
example, class-G circlotrons, many hybrid and pure solid-state circlotrons, current-out
circlotrons, ultra-linear circlotrons, single-ended circlotrons, and single monopolar power
supply circlotrons. Well, it's worth going back to Mr. Hall's original design, which used
pentodes, not triodes as the output tubes. In addition, he used an output transformer
Constant-Cathode-to-Plate Voltage Circlotron Triodes require a high cathode-to-plate voltage to
summon forth a flood of current. Solid-state devices pretty much don't. In power-amplifier
output stages, this puts tubes at a distinct disadvantage, as many amperes of output current
flow are expected Crowhurst Anti-Blocking Technique I was looking through my collection of
Audiocraft magazines, searching for cute tube-based clip-art with which to adorn my posts. I
ended up reading an interesting article by the great Norman H. No doubt, Harmonia Mundi has
produced a few bad-sounding recordings, but I have never heard one. Instead, the sound has
always proved first-rate Sep 14 Forward to Thanks to reader and patron, Paul Reid, for sending
this my way. Paul has unearthed the first example of Aikido mojo Two-Stage Tube Amplifiers In
the last post, we saw a unity-gain phase splitter that held its own negative feedback loop, which
resulted in a fixed gain and lower output impedanceâ€”and with a dollop of Aikido mojo,
improved PSRR. This phase-splitter design was meant to fill in the hole left by the absence of a
balanced input signals, such as those provided by the XLR jacks on the back of many DACs
Partial Feedback Topology Another way to implement negative feedback is the partial feedback
arrangement. Many would find this power more than adequate. My own single-ended power
amplifier put out 10W, so 25W would make a hearable difference. A Hybrid Variation As you can
see, there is no end to the possible variations. The following design is coupling-capacitor-free
effort by using a retrograde cascode made up of a triode and PNP transistor and collector
resistor My guess is that a single transistor would have a hard time at it. We can use a single

triode or a step-up transformer, but a single transistor is a lonely device Tube Equalizer Part-2 A
quick recap: a balanced set of input signals feed two strings of resistors, terminating into
ground; these resistors define two multi-step fixed attenuators; the output from each resistor
connection, including the into ground, then travel to six position rotary switches, which then
feed six equalization networks, whose outputs feed an inverting summing circuit, which mixes
the equalization output signals with the inverted input signal. If all the rotary switches are in
their center position, a flat frequency results, as the inverted input signal just gets inverted
again at the equalization output Not a Coffee-Cup Warmer I had fun last showing my latest
project with a joke that it doubled as a coffee cup warmer. It was only a joke; it's never a good
idea to place a hot cup atop hot electronic equipment Split-Load Balanced Headphone
Amplifiers While on the topic of split-load phase splitters, I thought I should show the split-load
phase splitter circuit can be used to drive low-impedance loads, such as headphones. I
mentioned this possibility several times before, but few can wrap their minds around the notion.
My guess is that its reputation for dissimilar output impedances provokes a brain freeze Music
Recommendation: Concurrence Iceland, in spite of being thinly populated and with only twice
the population of my small Colorado city, fills a large portion of my consciousness. Prior
Crossover Art A German reader, Thomas von Thaden , from Hamburg, wrote to me, pointing out
that he had come up with the Broskie three-way series-shunt crossover in He's right I happened
to have a pre-painted steel chassis from Hammond, 6 inch wide by 10 inch deep by 2 inch tall,
which proved a perfect fit Attn Stepped Attenuator The Attn is a new stepped series attenuator
that holds 11 resistors per channel and offers -6dB decrements, with a hard mute at the bottom
twelfth position Tube-Based Equalizer Our recent incursion into the recording-studio circuits,
such as a high-gain line-stage amplifier and signal mixers, appears to have gone over well with
many readers. Merlin Blencowe, the Valve-Wizard himself, recommends that we next look into
tube-based equalizer circuits. Other readers have long asked for music amplifier and musician
sound effects circuits Lowering Line-Stage Gain In contrast to designing phono preamp, where
we usually seek to squeeze all the gain we can from a triode, when designing a line-stage
amplifier we do not need very much gain. My preference is for 12dB, which is a ratio of between
signal and output signals Music Recommendation: Across The Universe Al Di Meola is one of
those super talented musicians I use to listen regularly a few decades ago, but who I somehow
lost track ofâ€”a big mistake it turns out. This year, Di Meola released a new album devoted
exclusively to Beatle songs My OpAmp-free designs used discrete transistors in place of an
OpAmp. Tube Mixers and Pan Pots Rare is the audiophile who has a need either for an audio
signal mixer also known as a signal summer circuit or for a stereo pan-pot, which distributes an
audio signal between left and right channels. Yet, Push-pull Auto-Cathode-Bias Output tubes
are either biased with a negative grid voltage or with a positive cathode voltage. Making a
cathode sit at some positive voltage is easy enough, as a cathode resistor or zener or
constant-current source work well. The relatively high cathode voltages needed to cathode bias
a tube creates a large enough voltage-window to run some interesting solid-state circuitry A few
amplifiers hold both a nested local negative feedback loop and a global negative feedback loop
Alas, tubes require far more voltage than a 24V switcher power supply delivers. Since the
triode-based cascode circuit was created to replace pentode gain stages as the two triodes in
series offered equally high gain, but far less noise this topology was the obvious choiceâ€”but
not the only choice Broskie Source Follower I always seek to exploit existing audio and
electronic situations. For example, I see that most standalone DACs offer a set of balanced
outputs, which are seldom used. My mind puts these three observations together and wonders
how all three could be utilized, i. What other audio device presents a fairly-low input
impedance? Why is that important? The SRPP gain stage delivers its best push-pull output into
a specific load impedance, which tend to be low Balanced Hybrid Headphone Amplifier Last
time, we saw a split-load phase-splitter output stage used to drive high-impedance headphone
drivers with balanced outputs. A 6AS7 triode held ohm plate and cathode resistors, and the
triode idled at 50mA. In spite of the beefy triode and high idle current, balanced driving ohm
headphones was its limit. Well, what about driving low-impedance headphones, say those
between ohms to ohms? This is the impedance range where most planar headphones fall I had
never heard of it, in spite of its fame. Its nickname is the "The Holy Grail" line-stage amplifier. A
gain of 46dB equal an amplification ratio of 1 to My guess is that most recording studios would
prefer something closer to 60dB 1 to 1, or more Music Recommendation: Not Music Podcasts
are not music, even when the topic is music. I get it. I am nine years older than Weinstein, but
his story was amazingly similar to mine. Growing up, I had been hugely exposed to those
inspired by the blues in rock and in jazz, but I didn't know much about the bluesâ€”and few if
any of my friends did as well My existing two other 12Vac designs are big hits, as the volt AC
sidesteps the wise fear of high-voltage I found something in post , written almost exactly 8

years ago. Here are our assumptions: the two B output tubes are matched; the output
transformer's primary impedance is ohms; the Bs idle at mA, which gives us the
constant-current source amount of flow; the B require a cathode-to-grid voltage of V to
establish a current flow of mA with a cathode-to-plate voltage of V; and the output transformers
present a primary DCR of ohms and they hold secondary ohm and 8-ohm output taps Balanced
Output Long-time reader, Pete, asked if the DarkVoice circuit could not be altered so that is
provided a balanced output. Pete had in mind using one 6SN7 and one 6AS7 per channel, with
one 6SN7 triode functioning as a split-load phase splitter and with both 6AS7 triodes being used
as cathode followers for one channel's output. All this is possible, but there is an easier route:
we could use the 6AS7 triodes as split-load phase splitters The input coupling capacitor and DC
servo erase the output's DC offset. Well, this topology prompted me to remember a phono
preamp design I came up with long ago, but failed to show here Lucky me. Her new album, Tie
Me To You , is something. I knew nothing about her, so I listened with unfiltered ears. By the
third track, I was sold Well, at least this week's circuit continues the thread from my last post on
cathode-follower output stages, but differs by being an OTL. The reader, Arief, who sent me the
schematic had no knowledge of its source, but he heard that it was a headphone amplifier
capable of delivering 1W into ohm headphones Well, I was half right. The amplifier used four
6V6 output tubes, but the article mentioned using 6AS7s instead. Gilson and Russell Pavlat; and
the article appeared in the May issue In addition, Kuldeep wishes to avoid source resistors.
Much like a triode, a depletion-mode MOSFET conducts current in spite of its gate being
negative relative to its source Music Recommendation: The Blues I have been listening to so
much good music lately that I falsely concluded that only good music existed. A big mistake. I
felt much like General Manuel Noriega just before he was broken by music torture , the
relentless, ceaseless, and merciless playing of heavy metal music Updating Error-Correction
Schematic While writing my last post, I included a schematic from post The schematic showed
how we could apply the Sandman error-takeoff scheme to a non-inverting power amplifier, not
just the original inverting amplifier. As I looked over the schematic, something made my eyes
itch, as something was wrong in the schematic Two-Position Auto-Bias Single-Ended OPS
Everyone has seen the single-ended output stage that replaces the output tube's cathode
resistor with a constant-current source. The logic is compelling. The constant-current source
auto-biases the output tube, making the idle current a fixed quantity, in spite of different tube
brands or the same tube aging. Because a single-ended amplifier mustâ€”by necessityâ€”be
run in strict class-A mode, this simple technique works well Cathode-Follower Single-Ended
Output Stage Output stages based on the cathode follower topology are rare, and reasons are
not hard to find. Cathode-follower operation offers low output impedance and low distortion, but
requires huge grid-voltage swings to achieve full output Completed Project: New Headphone
Amplifier I finally built something during this pandemic, another headphone amplifier. Before
you get to say "Not another damn headphone amplifier," let me point out that this headphone
amplifier is radically different. How so? Unlike Music Recommendation: Kondonassis, Vieaux;
Together Making this post's music recommendation was toughâ€”not because I haven't been
listening to new music, but because I have been listening to so much new music, the result of
my one-month trial of Amazon Music. I think we are ready now, as the circuit probably seems
familiar, no longer alien More DHT Heating I received an email from Rod Coleman, who pointed
that the circuit I had attributed to him was an early effort and that his current design is entirely
different. He provided two links to PDFs associated with the current production of the kit Error
Reduction Circuit While designing the DHT filament power supply shown above, my mind
turned to an old idea I had at the turn of this century. I wrote about it back in post In a nutshell,
the idea is that we can do more than just load a cathode follower or emitter-follower or
source-follower with a constant-current source, as we could modulate the constant-current
source's current flow slightly, just enough to force some error correction on the output signal
Music Recommendation: Amazon Music A few months ago, Amazon sent me an email offering
three months of free trial service of Amazon Music. A friend who subscribed, however,
complained about the service, stating that it wasn't nearly as good as Tidal, so I ignored the
offer. Well, I finally followed the link and that offer had expired, now reduced to just one free
month. Well, I am only a few days into trying it and I quite like it I Measure Time in Albums
During this deranged existence we are living, I hoped for the consolation of being able to hear
more music. Well, as I put this post together, I made a point to listen to as many albums as
possible More Upside-Down Cascode Circuits You should consider my last post as the warm-up
for this post, as the triode-PNP-transistor combination finds new uses in audio circuits. In other
words, my last post was meant to be twice as long, which would have been a mistake. We need
a pause to digest. The important take away was that this gain structure had more than one
application Current-Output Single-Ended Output Stage If we take the previous design and make

a few modifications, we end up with the opposite of a voltage-output amplifier, a current-output
amplifier. Instead of a super-low output impedance we get a super-high output impedance;
instead of a fixed output voltage swing, we get a fixed output current swing If the topic is new to
you, I advise that you enter the following search phrase into Google, "shunt regulator
site:tubecad. At the risk of either embarrassing myself or losing my audiophile credential card, I
must admit that I knew nothing about his design. In a way, this makes sense, for although I do
own a few DHT tubes, none of my audio gear actually uses them For example, I have worn out at
least three LPs of it over the last 40 years. Unlike so many jazz albums I enjoy, this album gets
near universal acceptance from those who usually disdain jazz. Well, I have discovered a jazz
artist who also passes the spouse acceptance test, American saxophonist Stephen Riley I am
well past my life's halfway age. No, what I am halfway to is to writing my post number 1,, and it
has taken me 21 years to get to post Found Time I hope all of you have both found extra time
and something with which to fill it. About two years later, when out of money, I opened the book
and, like a gift from heaven, the bill tumbled onto my face. Found money. What could be
sweeter? Well, I have been waiting to find free time; in vain. The last thing I expected I knew
what the cover looked like, so I was fairly confident that I would succeed, in spite the brain-dead
approach Tidal applies to classical music Stuff My extra time hasn't arrived. It turns out that
when I can no longer go anywhere fun, I end up walking my dogs twice as much as normal. It
turns out that email expands to fill the time allotted, as my in-box swells and swells. It turns out
that my stay-at-home children are not as trouble-free as I had anticipated, as I must proctor their
test taking and constantly feed them. It turns out that I have not heard my loudspeakers in over
a week, but my headphones get a daily workout Bipole-Dipole Loudspeaker After drawing the
illustrations from my last post, I wondered how well a bipole loudspeaker would work in the
mirror-reflected setup. What's a bipole loudspeaker? Any speaker that shoots the sound out in
two directions is a bipole. Most hold two sets of drivers at a degree opposition and are used in
home-theater setups as side speakers. Klipsch makes a loudspeaker with an extra woofer and a
tweeter on its top Two-Stage Negative-Feedback Pairs Often one grounded-cathode-amplifier
gain stage is not enough, as more gain is needed. But two cascading grounded-cathode
amplifiers is too much, as too much gain results. The workaround for the two-stage
arrangement is adding a negative feedback loop, which will lower the gain, distortion, and
output impedance See my last post. I noticed that Downes had a few videos at Tidal We love
simple solutions. Wearing shoes is both simpler and more intellectually pleasing than covering
the entire world with plush carpet. The possibly true, but probably apocryphal story of the too
tall truck that got stuck in the too short overpass, only to be freed after the smartest consultants
had been pestered by a boy, who asked why couldn't the air just be let out of the tires, is an
example of a simple and beautiful solution Your listening room has been called your most
important piece of audio gear. I agree. I have heard luminous rooms, wherein all loudspeakers
sounded fantastic. Conversely, I have heard rooms that no speaker could tame I was lucky, as I
rediscovered Lara Downes At its core, a grounded-grid amplifier DC coupled to a
cathode-follower output stage. The hybrid fanciness entered the picture at the input and the
output More Phono Preamp Philosophy In post , I told the tale about my striving to build a
phono preamp that actively achieved the inverse RIAA equalization, but with a constant
negative feedback ratio across the audio bandwidth. We saw how OpAmps, when run open
loop, i. Killing Time In my last post , I asked what we are all going to do with all the time, i. Well, I
got my own answer this last weekend, which turned out to be my dealing with our broken water
heater. Late Friday night, a piercing alarm sounded, waking my family and me. At first, we could
not locate the source, as the high-frequency seemed omnidirectional A Bi-Wire Answer A few
weeks ago, I noted an email that asked if the reader's loudspeakers that sported bi-wire
terminals couldn't be used bi-amp the speakers with a small tube amplifier for the tweeter and a
big solid-state amplifier for the woofer Active Phono Equalization I was about to write "about 30
years ago," but the more I think about it, it was closer to 40 years ago that I came up with a
radically different phono preamp design, but which I never successfully assembled, as I didn't
have access to SPICE back then. Here is the history: As a teenager, I had built several phono
preamps based on circuits I found in electronic magazines. These were all solid-state designs,
starting with discrete transistors and then with OpAmps Rejoice is a new jazz album at Tidal
that delivers the high energy of African jazz, wherein the drumming propels the music. Hugh
Masekela, who died in , plays trumpet; and Tony Allen, the drums Self Quarantined Since we are
all at home, we must find things to do. I assume that those not at home will not be reading this.
Normally, I have kits to put together, but I received only one new order in the last five days
thanks Alex ; and when I am not filling little plastic bags with resistors and capacitors, I am
shopping and driving my kids about, neither of which is needed now. For many, Netflix fills the
void; for others, regular TV offers salvation More Phono Preamps The topic of phono gain stage

circuits knows no limit, well at least none that I can see. Each new circuit gives rise to others,
which in turn give rise to others still. As soon as a new electronic device is invented, someone
will try to make phono preamp using it Flat-Pack MC Phono Pre-Preamp A flat-pack design is
one that makes use of a power supply built around a flat-pack power transformer with two
separate primaries and secondaries, where none of windings sits atop another. Hybrid 40dB
Phono Preamp We can borrow the topology shown above in the first and second stages of a
hybrid phono preamp with a final gain of 40dB that uses passive RIAA equalization in between
gain stages Often sung with a cappella interludes, the music makes strong use dominant vocals
and harmony and compelling rhythm. Both jazz and rock share Gospel music DNA. Wuhan
Pandemic We await doomâ€”well, at some of us do. My old neighbor in his 70s , who has many
health problems, is supremely indifferent to Wuhan Virus and makes no effort to avoid it More
Flat-Pack-Power Supply Circuits Back in posts , , and , we saw many tube-based circuits that
made good use of an interesting bipolar power supply that held a high-voltage positive terminal
and a Vdc negative power-supply rail voltage. The Vdc rail would power the heater elements and
serves as a free voltage reference, assuming that the negative power-supply rail is regulated
Hybrid Grounded-Grid Amplifier The grounded-grid amplifier offers the advantage of no phase
inversion of the input signal at the output, unlike the grounded-cathode amplifier, which does
invert the input signal at its output. The big downside to the grounded-grid amplifier is its low
input impedance. We must drive the cathode after all. The design uses only tree triodes and
consists of a differential input stage DC coupling into a grounded-cathode amplifier. The RIAA
equalization is actively implemented Music Recommendation: Finzi's Intimation of Immortality I
came by this post's music recommendation by an odd route. Class-G High-Voltage Regulator
Part-2 I am back at itâ€”it being my prevailing over design obstacles, obstacles both real and
imaginary. But first a quick recap: our goal is a solid-state, variable-voltage, high-voltage
power-supply with a regulated output that can sustain high output currents without overheating.
This regulator is not meant to be part of any audio gear; instead, it would be used in testing new
tube-audio circuits, as it would replace the need to build up a working power supply for every
new circuit. Unlike my existing HP A high-voltage power supply, the new solid-state regulator
must be able to deliver high current, say about mA The core feature of the adjustable
high-voltage regulator is an implicit constant-current source operation. The constant-current
operation of the OpAmp driving the pass MOSFET to maintain a fixed volt voltage drop across
the 1k source resistor implies a constant-current flow of 10mA through the resistor, and, in turn,
a constant-current 10mA flow through the series resistance below the 1k resistor I have seen
the handheld, battery-powered oscilloscopes that power company sends out with their
technicians. Because the oscilloscope doesn't depend on the wall voltage for its juice, it can be
used to evaluate problems with the wall voltage. Should an outlet be miss-wired, something
more common than you would imagine, the self-contained power supply saves the scope from
big sparks Resistor Decade Box If you have ever hunted in test-equipment catalogs for a
decade-resistor box, you will be stunned by the high cost. A decade-resistor box design is
simple enough: an enclosure houses several position rotary switches and many resistors and
two output terminals. That's it. In general, I like the old stuff, not the slick new, slick crossover
country. Well, I am not alone. The biggest country music fan I have ever met was born and
raised in New York. And I have read that Dolly Parton has many fans in Africa. Hell, I have even
read of Brit lovers of American country music, which I would have bet against Class-G
High-Voltage Regulator Making any kind high-voltage regulator is tough, especially so with
solid-state devices. I have owned several industrial-grade, tube-based, high-voltage regulators,
with my favorite being my HP A high-voltage regulator I reread the post with mixed emotions.
Whenever I write any post, I always wish I had time to give it a proper rewriteâ€”but I never have
the free time. My first draft is my final draft. Thus, what I have just written always disappoints.
Then something weird happens after a few years pass: I reread the old post and the
disappointment transmutes into something closer to pride Hybrid Followers A cathode follower
usually finds a resistor as its cathode load, but not always. One sneaky possible load is an
inductor with a high DCR. Or, we can use another triode as an active load, as in the ACF; or, we
can use a pentode configured as a constant-current source. Happily, I was impressed by After
the Darkness Super Triode with Pentode in past posts, we have seen many super-triode circuits
that held a triode and either a MOSFET or a transistorâ€”or even an IC power amplifierâ€”but we
could use a pentode instead. In fact, post did show such a super-triode pairing of triode and
pentode in a single-ended transformer-coupled amplifier. By the way, this post is worth
rereading to get up to speed on the super-triode concept and its three pillars of operation.
Cathode Followers with CCCS In my last post , I showed how an asymmetrical bipolar power
supply could be made from a flat-pack power transformer. The power supply offered a positive
high-voltage and low-voltage power-supply rail voltages. The high-voltage portion used a

voltage-doubler circuit one of the two primaries, while the low-voltage secondaries powered the
low-voltage regulated negative power-supply rail voltage Five Fullrange Driver Loudspeaker
After having mentioned the dipole loudspeakers that I built as teenager, I have been thinking
about how I build the same speaker today. First, I would five identical fullrange drivers, as I want
the Hz crossover to be as seamless as possible, which is only possible with identical drivers A
rail-splitter circuit creates a virtual ground and bipolar power supply out of a mono-polar power
supply, such as a battery or DC wallwart. Almost exactly two years ago, I devoted much of post
to the topic of rail-splitters, which makes that post worth rereading Sorry for the Lag It's been a
brutal month for me. A thief in Egypt targeted my yahoo store with almost fraudulent credit-card
transactions, as he tried to see if his stolen numbers were viable. It was a nightmare, as I had to
catch him early on so I could to impose an IP-address filter on him, which forced him to switch
to another account Tiny OTL? We all dream of owning a mammoth OTLâ€”a hulking monster of
an amplifier that causes the lights to dim when it powers upâ€”as we weary of the output
transformer wedged between the speaker and the tubes. Indeed, as the transformer couples the
low-impedance loudspeaker to the high-impedance tubes, we all know that it also gets in the
way, imparting its own failings. True, no electronic device is perfect, but some are even further
from perfection This came as a surprise, as the circuit is interesting. It uses a DC negative
feedback loop to center the plate voltage on a target voltage Dissimilar Bipolar Power Supply I
have made no secret my liking flat-pack transformers. Unlike most transformers, the flat-pack
transformer does not wrap windings atop other windings; instead, each primary and secondary
gets its own bobbin. The far larger separation between windings results in far less capacitance
coupling between windings Music Recommendation Hiromi's Spectrum Hiromi Uehara, the
gifted Japanese jazz pianists, always impressed me, but seldom won my heart. Well, she has
turned forty and her new album, Spectrum , did win me over Mission Accomplished: Project
Done Over the year-end holidays, I finished another tube-audio project: a small OTL headphone
amplifier, a single-ended amplifier no less. Why, dear God, why another headphone amplifier?
True, I have built so many that I long ago lost count. But after having recently built so many
headphone amplifiers, I have gained the knack of banging one together in recorded time In
other words, both output tubes saw the same cathode-to-grid signal, but in opposing phase. I
pointed how this is the way to go, as the top output tube is not underdriven nor is the bottom
output tube overdriven PNP Split-Load Phase Splitter If you read the last section, no doubt you
didn't like the conclusion, as you dislike output coupling capacitors. One workaround is to
rearrange the way the output signal is returned to the split-load phase splitter and to couple the
negative power-supply-rail noise to the splitter's plate resistor Of course, we can also get high
gain from cascading two triode stages. Music Recommendation: Three Crowns We have all
heard of crossover music, where country blends into pop or soul blends into pop or blues blend
into pop. Happy New Year! The month January and the word "janitor" derive from the Roman
god Janus, the god of beginnings and ends, doors, gates, passages, transitions, and time itself,
whoâ€”surprisingly enough and unlike most Roman godsâ€”wasn't pinched from the Greeks He
included a schematic, which is why I was happy to help him. Not sending a schematic is like
calling and not giving them your address. Looking over the schematic, which made my eyes
hurt, I noted one huge topological mistake and four easily fixed problems A Safer OTL Fuse
Setup My thoughts return to the example of the negative power-supply rail fuse blowing, but the
top output tube still conducting. What we need is dynamic circuit that shuts off the top output
tube's current flow when the negative power-supply fuse blows. OTL Auto-Bias Pentode Input
Stage Since the pentode input stage directly couples to the split-load phase splitter, getting the
desired target voltages is essential, as missing the target voltages will lead to less power output
In the Futterman patent, he cites 60dB negative feedback, which is amazing for a tube amplifier
and impossible with an output transformer. The way you get that much gain is to current starve
the pentode input tube, so a plate resistor over 1M can be used. Here is the problem: pentodes
are intrinsically noisier than triodes due to partition noise Music Recommendation: Indra
Rios-Moore I began this post with a listing of those audio products that I enjoyed most this year.
Well, I was thinking of all the albums and performers I have recommended here. Which is the
one that I return to most often? The answer came quickly: Indra Rios-Moore Merry Christmas! I
so love this photo of Jane Greer that I look forward to each December. Last night, I was telling
my daughter about my best Christmas tree ever Single-Ended Electrostatic Headphone
Amplifiers I like single-ended amplifiers, you like single-ended amplifiers, so why not build a
single-ended amplifier that directly drives the electrostatic headphone's stators? Yes, the idea
sounds crazy, for what could be more intrinsically push-pull than electrostatic sound producer?
Yet, the first electrostatic loudspeakers were, in fact, single-ended affairs, with only one stator
Of course, we are not actually concerned with delivering real power into an electrostatic
headphone; instead, our goal is huge voltage swings. Hybrid Electrostatic Headphone Amplifier

We return to the world of push-pull amplification. For many, which apparently includes Stax,
using a tube-based output stage to drive electrostatic headphones is done more out of
necessity than desire Thinking Outside the Conventions After looking over the last design, I
wondered if it wasn't possible to move the OpAmps back up to ground potential, as that way we
might eliminate the input coupling capacitors. The solution I came up will take some setting the
groundwork beforehand Winter Music Recommendations Perhaps you are like me in that most
Christmas songs weary the ears and soul. The more cutesy the song, the greater it irks. Santa
Baby is a good example. Nonetheless, I do enjoy seasonal music Electrostatic Headphone
Amplifier Update What follows are just a few quick observations. I wondered what NOS tubes
would bring to the table, so I dug out a pair of Telefunken 12AX7 smooth plates and Sylvania
6SN7 black plates, which I believe are called tri-plates, as the plate structures are not situated in
parallel. I expected magic, and I thought I was hearing magicâ€”at first Considering the three
big attributesâ€”low distortion, high PSRR, and low output impedanceâ€”the price of four
triodes doesn't seem excessive. Still, if we can get away with fewer triodes, we would welcome
the savings It was a grand ride while it lasted Electrostatic Headphone Amplifier After listening
to my latest Aikido push-pull headphone amplifier , I noted that the sound took on what I
deemed electrostatic delicacy, as micro details surfaced that I had never heard from my
Sennheiser HD headphones before. To be frank, I do not know what aspect of the design
deserves the credit Class-A Push-Pull IMC for Headphones In the last post, we saw several
single-ended IMCs designed to present ohm loads to the tube-based headphone amplifier that
had been optimized for a ohm load. All single-ended output stages run in strict class-A, where
the idle current equals the maximum peak output current swing Just imagine 36W of B power I
hear a big Beatles influnce along with Bob Dylan on this album, which is quite mellow compared
to some of his other albums Well, all the software downloads are half price today to Monday.
Happy shopping Variations on a headphone Amplifier My latest project, the octal Aikido
headphone amplifier created a small stir. My answer took the yes-no branching Driving
Low-Impedance Headphones My octal Aikido headphone amplifier was designed to drive ohm
loads, which is great for my Sennheiser headphones, but not so good from Audioquest, Final,
and Grado headphones. With the 6SN7 or 12SN7 output tubes, about 20mA is the biggest
current we can reasonably expect, given the V voltage drop across each triode Solid-State
Solutions Silicon is cheap. A handful of transistors cost less than one good vacuum tube. In
addition, low-voltages and DC coupling at the output and a solid-state workaround commend
themselves to us. At the same time, we want to tubes to do some work in driving the
low-impedance headphones, other than just providing amplified signal. This leads us to my
impedance-multiplier circuit IMC Founded in , this choir has garnered an excellent reputation. A
great choir is a thing of supreme beauty My Latest Audio Project I have mixed emotions about
describing my latest tube-based headphone amplifier. I made more than a few mistakes. So
many, in fact that I almost abandoned the project. Let me lay out my design goals A two-resistor
negative feedback loop sets the gain. A coupling capacitor blocks the large DC offset voltage at
the output Binary Capacitance for Phono Cartridges Speaking of switches, how do you get
fifteen increments of pF of capacitance with only four capacitors? Answer: you use a BCD
binary position rotary switch. Strictly speaking, BCD means 10 positions, from 0 to 9, but
Grayhill makes a position rotary switch that delivers the full 4-bit range. Capacitors add together
when in parallel, unlike resistors, which decrease in resistance when placed in parallel We could
use two batteries to create a bipolar power supply, but I would prefer a monopolar power supply
Bastode MC Pre-Preamp While on the topic of monopolar power supplies, the following is a
circuit that may not make sense, as it seems to be missing a negative power-supply rail
Ground-Grid Amplifier MC Pre-Preamp I am sure that I must have shown this topology before,
but just in case I haven'tâ€¦ Normally, a grounded-grid amplifier presents too low an input
impedance to be of use in must audio applications, but moving-coil cartridges, along with
current-out DACs, are the exception Bettye LaVette is usually classified as a soul singer, which
is mostly correct. I, however, would file this album under jazz singers. Good jazz transforms
just-okay songs into great art PCBs Arrive! It's been a long time coming, but they are here. All
are now available at my GlassWare-Yahoo store Tube Dream If you are like me, then you get
countless emails in your in-box and many paper flyers and catalogs in your mail box from the
mail-order company, Parts Express. I am not complaining; in fact, I enjoy going through their
catalogs, while eating breakfast A Different Differential Input Stage An OTL power amplifier's
output tubes are often arranged in a totem-pole layout, with one output tube atop the other. This
is the arrangement used in all the Futterman OTL amplifiers Ultimate Tube Headphone Amplifier
A few months ago, I was pondering how add another sonic control to an ultimate tube-based
headphone amplifier. My goal was to use a knob to switch from balanced to slightly unbalanced
push-pull operation. The tradeoff would be less potential output power He stated that he needed

about 12dB more gain Music Recommendation: Reality Audio Sony has released a new audio
media variant: Reality Audio , which is used with headphone listening Crossover Epiphany Let's
start with the word, "epiphany," which labels the sudden manifestation, perception, intuitive
grasp, illuminating discovery, realization, or disclosure of the essential nature meaning of
something or some event. I believe that it was James Joyce who high-jacked the word from
Christian theology and it now flourishes in the artistic and scientific spheres Single-Ended
Output Stage with CCS Mojo A single-ended output tube can be auto-biased by using a
constant-current source in place of the cathode resistor. This is an obvious and simple solution.
Since a constant-current source, much like a high-inductance choke, can also shield the audio
circuitry from the power-supply noise, why not get twice the benefits from the constant-current
source? In other words, our goal should be not only to auto-bias the output tube but to improve
greatly the amplifier's PSRR I recounted this story back in post , which was devoted to class-A
designs. I was fascinated by class-A amplifiers at the time and afriend had bought one, one
made by Pioneer no less. Inductor-Loaded Push-Pull Class-A The British magazine, Electronics
World , back in November of , almost 20 years ago, they published an interesting article by
Richard Burfoot on his class-A amplifier that ran off of a car battery. If you have access to the
old issue, I recommend that you read his article, as it is a fun and informative read Music
Recommendation: Mujeres del Tango I discovered this album on Tidal and I am glad that I did,
as it is an excellent collection of female tango singers. The recordings range from very good to
stellar. First of all, tango is not just a dance, as it is a music genre as well. Born in Argentina in
the s, tango songs are like poetry inspired blues songs Aikido PH-2 and Tube Rectifier A few
weeks ago, I received an email that bemoaned my going for dual and separate heater regulators
for the Aikido PH-2 phono stage where each channel gets its own separate heater regulator , as
it prohibited the use of a Janus shunt regulator to power the phono stage, as the Janus holds
only one heater regulator More Adventures in Class-A Last time out, we saw that class-A output
stages are certainly massive and hot, but not necessarily more complicated; in fact, they offer
the advantage of easily being auto-biased, unlike class-AB output stages which demand extra
effort, especially solid-state output stages; fortunately, tubes are more forgiving I found the
following power buffer I had devised for driving low-impedance headphones with no signal
gainâ€”the assumption was that a tube-based line-stage amplifier would be used for that task
The danger of thermal runaway is just too great with optimal idle current flow Class-A with
Compound Output Stages One advantage to the compound arrangement is that the driver
transistors control the current flow through the output transistors. The driver transistors should
experience a fairly constant temperature, so their base-to-emitter voltages should remain also
fairly constant; thus, the idle current through the output transistors should also remain fairly
constant, in spite of big temperature chang Amazing stuff, both the CD and the speakers. The
CD held a tapestry of sonic landscape, strange and bewildering Scott Adams, the creator of the
Dilbert comic, says that when he watches the news he is sometimes surprised to discover that
he is part of the news. Apparently, he had heard a cable demonstration earlier and now he
realized that that it was settled audiophile science that nothing was more important than wire,
expensive wire, wire whose making required either an advance degree in particle physics or, at
the other extreme, the Stradivarius-like talent for careful weaving and assembling tuneful cords
of conductive metal. The poor fellow was crestfallen to hear the professional recording engineer
tell him that those truly in the know just laughed at him and his fellow followers of fulsome
flexes, finding them foolish and pitiful in the extreme Class-A A reader spotted my nametag and
we briefly spoke during our elevator ride. Embarrassingly enough, I cannot remember his name;
sorry, if you are reading this. He told me of his many audio projects and his goal of one day
being able to build class-A amplifiers, which seemed beyond his abilities due to their added
complexity. This complaint is one I have heard many times More Crossovers I know that I have
promised no more crossovers, but my mind refuses to let go of the topic. After seeing and
hearing several self-powered loudspeaker at the last RMAF, I grow ever surer that in the near
future most high-end loudspeakers will hold internal active crossovers and power amplifiers.
Music Recommendation: Ode To Billy Joe Since much of this post has a remembrance of RMAF
just past quality, I will give a quick of what I told Larry Owens, Patron and friend, that I just
rediscovered Bobbie Gentry and she was amazing; every is about was amazing, her fierce guitar
strumming, her stunning beauty, her voice, which could purr and roar, her boldness, and her
disappearance from the public stage when she was at her peak popularity RMAF Here is an
outlandish idea: imagine having to compare an orange bought today to an apple bought last
year. Where to begin? Their huge advantage is that they are cheap, readily available, and come
pre-built, which nicely sidesteps the problem of dealing with wall voltages and assembling
power supplies. Each year, switcher power supplies improve in quality; in addition, we can buy
medical-grade switchers, which usually offer increased performance and certainly greater

safety I will post afterwards, as usual, but so that ye be not troubled I wanted to get something
out beforehand These designs were not that different from tube-based split-load phase splitters,
differing in that tubes do not come in the P flavor More Dang Crossovers I planned on giving
crossovers, both active and passive a good, long, rest. At the same time, I knew that topic was
nowhere near exhausted. For example, we saw Yamanaka and Baekgaard crossovers with filler
drivers and 2nd-order and 3rd-order crossover slopes for the woofer and tweeter, but what
about a 4th-oder for the woofer and tweeter, with a 1st-order slope for the filler driver? Was that
possible? It is Music Recommendation: Harp vs. Harp Only a few new albums instantly thrill me.
Harp , is one of the few. The idea behind this at first silly sounding, but ultimately truly cool
album is why not combine a stringed harp and harmonica aka a harp so these gifted musicians
can produce latin-flavored jazz. Errata My last post held a schematic typo, a wrong part value.
Here is the corrected schematic Odd Experience I put on my headphones and hit the play
button. Soon enough, I realized that it wasn't happening. A few days ago, I played the same
album, the same signal source, at the same time of day, with the same headphonesâ€”and it
was happening then, but not now. The SRPP is the world's favorite tube circuitâ€”at least that is
what I must conclude based on my seeing it everywhere and it filling my incoming email. More
Phase-Flat Crossover Designs Throughout my long life, I have run into weirdoesâ€”or at least to
me seemingly weird people. How were they weird? They didn't care for expensive audio
systems in the least, vastly preferring the sound from their table radio or car radio. They were
not indifferent to music, just the opposite, as they were often the type of music lover who knew
all the lyrics and who would sing along to songs; indeed, many could read music and play an
instrument, neither of which I can do Problems with the Yamanaka and Baekgaard Crossovers
While these phase-flat crossover grant some real benefits, they also present some problems.
The first is that they do not deliver a flat impedance plot across the audio bandwidth, as they all
dip at the crossover frequency Active Yamanaka Crossovers First of all, let me admit the idea of
using three power amplifiers for what is ostensibly a two-way loudspeaker system does seem
crazy. Fortunately, it's not the craziest idea I have heard in audio circles Released in and
produced by Linda Ronstadt, Warm You Heart , perfectly showcases Neville's amazing voice
and the recording engineer's art. Alas, no. Active Crossovers Single-driver fullrange
loudspeakers are compellingâ€”if no other reason that we sidestep the problem of needing a
crossover, whether active or passive, as a single driver doesn't need one. Most electrostatic
loudspeakers and headphones are crossover free; consequently, both deliver a far more
coherent sound, free as they are of the yards of magnet wire and many capacitors and resistors
in the average passive crossover Third-Order Active Crossovers We cannot make a 3rd-order
crossover with a Linkwitz-Riley filter alignment, as none exists. Both the 2nd-order and
4th-order Linkwitz-Riley filter alignments result in both woofer and tweeter being in phase with
each other, whereas the 3rd-oder filter creates a degree phase shift between drivers. A good
alternative, however, is the 3rd-order Butterworth alignment, which produces -3dB of
attenuation at the crossover frequency and degrees of phase shift This shallow crossover slope
sums to flat frequency and phase plots. Each channel requires only two capacitors and two
resistors to create low-pass and high-pass filters. On the other hand, we can get away with
using just one capacitor per channel. I will use OpAmps to show the concept She can sing,
really sing, yet she definitely gets mixed reviews. Many love her, while others call her a pop
singer trying to sing jazz Loudspeaker Crossovers Wouldn't it be great to have it
allâ€”completely, entirely, wholly? Of course, just what "all" means differs from person to
person. Others might opt for being just famous over being rich, if they could only chose one. If
you are building a sports car or an airplane, you long for an engine that is powerful, light,
non-polluting, and efficient, as in great gas mileage Now for Something Altogether New As I
boarded the airplane one week ago, I had been thinking about three-way crossovers that offered
it all: flat frequency and impedance plots and no phase shifts, with cascading slopes for both
the woofer and tweeter, but just first-order slopes for the midrange. Broskie Four and Five Way
Series-Shunt Crossovers Although four-way loudspeakers are fairly rare, they do offer a lot of
potential, as each driver has far less work to do. For example, with crossover frequencies of hz,
Hz and 4kHz, the woofer, mid-woofer, midrange, and tweeter each cover less than three octaves,
assuming the woofer goes down to 30Hz and the tweeter goes up to 20kHz. If at all possible, I
would try to use the same driver for the mid-woofer and midrange positions Reality Check Okay,
the big question should be: How is it this crossover topology wasn't invented before? Or, was
invented before? I used to belong to the AES, but no longer. In other words, perhaps this
crossover design appeared and I failed to see it. Google searches came up empty of anything
close to it Thanks, Steve. I wasn't. It turns out that Tal Wilkenfeld is one of those famous
musicians that I somehow missed Errata Post held some bad formulas, which I only discovered
when I used them to design a passive tilt control for my ohm headphones. I often dream of how

great it would be to have a copyeditor, but no editor other than me would have spotted the
formula errors. My usual procedure is to bang out the math on a hand calculator and then check
the resulting values in SPICE simulations Bump and Dip Circuits Often a loudspeaker driver will
exhibit at least one major peak or divot in its frequency response, which we wish we could
correct. Once again, we face the problem in that the standard-easy solutions do not offer a flat
impedance plot or will work with current-output amplifiers or passive crossovers Differential
Phase Splitter and Circlotron My last post dealt with some of the subtleties of using a
differential phase splitter with a totem-pole OTL output stage. The phase splitter had to do more
that develop anti-phase signals, as it had to ensure equal, but opposite, current swings form the
output tubes Music Recommendation: Stravinsky's Symphony of Psalms Although I was still a
teenager when I first heard the Symphony of Psalms , I was well acquainted with most of
Stravinsky's more famous compositions. But as the first movement started, I nearly fell out of
my chair; I was stunned. What I heard was precisely what I wished existed, but never had
encountered, a sincere modern composition that both sounded centuries old and yet younger
than tomorrow. Almost half a century later, it remains one of my favorite pieces. Since
transistors will work with a few volts across them, using them in a split-load phase splitter
allowed us to get bigger voltage swings from the phase splitter. Autoformers in OTLs Another
possible coupling device would be an autoformer, which also protects the loudspeaker from
accidental exposure to DC voltage, as the autoformer's low DCR shunts the speaker's relatively
far greater resistance OTL Power Buffers The differential phase splitter allows us to create an
OTL unity-gain power buffer, which will result in far lower distortion and output impedance. Why
would we opt for a buffer over an amplifier? We might not need any gain In order to run a
pentode in pentode mode, not triode-mode, we must establish a fixed cathode-to-screen
voltage. Since the top output pentode's cathode follows the output signal, the screen capacitor
must terminate into the output, which the bottom pentode's screen capacitor must terminate
into the negative power-supply rail Lately, I have been thinking about gun silencers aka
suppressors. They are audio related; besides I love shooting, but I also love hearing. In the
remaining years I have left to me, I would like to hold on to as much hearing ability as I can.
Guns are loud, dang loud. I had many questions, such as, why are silencers so expensive and
so overbuilt? Mission Accomplished My tube-headphone-amplifier project has gone through
liftoff and has now attained a stable orbit; in other words, it's done. Well, done as much as I can
manage right now. It plays. It doesn't look too bad. It gets hot. It sounds fabulous. It fills me with
joy and a dash of pride Yet, the topic is bigger than one post can contain. For example, we often
have to choose between optimal PSRR and optimal push-pull operation Headphone Ideas I was
about to provide another loudspeaker-related idea, but since I devoted so much space to my
recent headphone amplifier build I will talk about headphones instead His catalog of albums on
the wonderful ECM label is extensive. Just about any of his albums will deliver several tracks
that you will find compelling So here is my plan: two boxes, the bottom holding the power
transformers and PS voltage regulator; the top box holds the Aikido PCB and two Tribute output
transformers. In additions, the bottom box will hold the AC receptacle at the back and two
headphone jacks balanced and unbalanced and two RCA jacks on the front. The power switch is
on the back If the input signal is unbalanced, both types require a phase splitter, as the output
tubes must work in current anti-phase. As one output tube conducts more, the other conducts
less; the difference the delta between current conductions is what the external load resistance
sees. At idle, both output tubes conduct equally, so no delta and no output signal. Thus,
ensuring equal and opposite current swings is what a push-pull output stage is all about. Music
Recommendation: Moonlight Serenade Moonlight Serenade by Ray Brown and Laurindo
Almeida is one of those jazz albums that will be liked even by those who dislike jazz. Using
4-Ohm and 8-Ohm Speaker Drivers Loudspeaker drivers come in many ohmages: 2, 4, 5, 6, 8,
12, 16 ohms. Of course, 8 ohms is the most common. What if you wish to use 4-ohm drivers
with 8-ohm drivers? You might imagine that this would prove a trivial undertaking. Alas, it isn't
always all that easy. Here is why: 4-ohm driver SPL can be specified in two ways Shelving
Network for Loudspeakers Since I feel bad for omitting loudspeaker topics from my last two
posts, here is another speaker-related topic: a passive bass or highs boost circuit for speaker
drivers. I came up with this circuit long ago, when I was working on a workaround for the
low-frequency diffraction loss that small speakers face. I never, however, laid out the exact
math procedure Music Recommendation: Dang Pleasant Music It's far too easy to ignore the
pleasant, the agreeable, the congenial, and the charming. The following four jazz albums all
recently brought a smile to my ears Error Take-Off Over the last two decades, A. Sandman's
various distortion-reduction schemes have made many appearances here. Google delivered 14
links. My favorite is his error-takeoff scheme , wherein a dirtyâ€”but powerful amplifierâ€”drives
the loudspeaker that terminates into an active virtual ground, not real ground US Patent 2,,

While reexamining Mr. Sandman's Wireless World article of error-takeoff, I noticed that he
referenced a patent on amplifier distortion reduction by B. Mc Millan. Google patent search
soon revealed the patent and its schematics Single-Ended Super-Triode Amplifier The
super-triode configuration uses a solid-state device or pentode to mimic a triode's output.
Ideally, the triode should run in constant-current mode and must enslave the power device by
delivering the device's input signal and then monitoring the device's output He is wildly eclectic
in his musical inspiration, finding seed compositional material from classical music to rock 'n
roll Sliding or Steered Current Source? Last month, the US Patent Office issued a patent US 10,,
for a new single-ended amplifier that delivers twice the power than what math or established
electrical engineering practice would predict. What a great time it is to be alive. She sings,
writes, and plays the pianoâ€”all extremely well Olson, the great authority on acoustics, found
that the loudspeaker cabinet shape altered the the speaker's frequency response , creating
peaks and valleys in spite of a ruler-flat speaker driver. The best shape was the round sphere
and the worst shape was a cylinder with the driver mounted on a flat face, followed by the cube,
and then the shape that we all know so well, the rectangular box Hybrid Cascodes If anything
can be said to be famous about tube circuitry, cascode circuits are renowned for providing high
gain and wide bandwidth. The downside to the cascode is a high output impedance and often
poor PSRR. Note that I didn't write "always," although High-Voltage Constant-Current sources
Constant-current sources are usually made and not bought. Even IC constant-current source
require a current-setting resistor or two. Back in the s and s, however, fixed constant-current
sources that looked like two-lead diodes were sold. These constant-current sources held a FET
whose Idss set the current. Unfortunately, they didn't perform all that well and their voltage limit
was seldom over 50V Anode Follower Amplifier Based on the Inverted Cascode Cascodes
deliver gain aplenty, however, not everyone needs a lot of gain. We can put extra signal gain to
work by adding a negative feedback loop, which will lower the gain and output impedance and
distortion A Corner Dipole Loudspeaker The famous Klipschorn solved two problems: how to
make a bass horn and what to do with room corners. Placing the Klipschorn in the corner
extended the folded bass horn's flaring into the room, allowing deeper bass reproduction; in
addition, the Klipschorn makes use of what is otherwise often dead space. I have seen
triangular PA loudspeakers that were designed for corner use, but no other HiFi speaker.
Triadtron Based on the Cathode Follower The generic cathode follower works well with most
higher impedance loads, but bogs down with load impedances that are a small fraction of the
triode's plate resistance. For example, if we wish to drive a ohm headphone driver, the 6DJ8's
plate resistance is about ten times higher. But the big problem is that even the beefiest triode
offers only the smallest fraction of transconductance that a MOSFET or transistor would
provide Audioquest Nighthawk Carbon Headphones I have a new pair of headphones that stand
apart from most other headphones. My first impressions were mixed, as I thought both that they
sounded lovely and that they would have hard time competing with high-end competitors Music
Recommendation: Secrets Of The Beehive The great thing about Tidal is that I can quickly bring
up albums that I liked long ago, but not enough to buy at the time. I remember hearing this
album on a Virgin CD owned by a friend back in the early s. I found it interesting back then, but
enough to overcome my lifelong strong preference for female singers More Quasi-Powered
Loudspeakers This is a seemingly limitless topicâ€”but isn't that true for all audio-related
topics? One day, we will get the force-field speaker with zero-mass drivers that make all other
previous loudspeakers sound like the paper and plastic and metal of which they are composed.
Until that glorious day, we do what we can with what we have: paper and plastic and metal
Using a Floating Power Supply with Grounded Input and Outputs This topology is seemingly
magical, as it seems to deliver far more output power than we would expect given the available
voltage. It requires one monopolar power supply and two amplifiers but no coupling capacitors
Instead, they are generalized presentations of expected behavior Tribute to Quad 57 Okay, since
this grounded arrangement uses two power amplifiers, why not just use the differential version
first shown? The answer is that this grounded version allows us to create a power
augmentation setup, wherein a small external power amplifier delivers its weak power output
into the loudspeaker and the power augmenter circuit does so as well In fact, so much so that I
feel like my friend at the breakfast restaurant in Davenport California back in the s, which I had
recounted way back in post number 4. Music Recommendation: Female Singers I was talking to
checker at the supermarket. She commented on my not wearing my usual earbuds and
wondered if I had run out ofmusic. I explained that I only listened to lectures or podcasts when
shopping, never music, as music was too important to be sullied by the real world Login or Sign
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